A shielded cable electrical connector is provided with a coaxial contact section having inner and outer contact members separated from each other by a dielectric means which carries the inner contact member. The outer contact member is provided with axially-spaced ferrule means coaxially aligned with ferrule member means of the inner contact member extending outwardly from the dielectric means. One of the axially-spaced ferrule means has a first section of substantially annular construction and a second section extending substantially tangentially outwardly from the first section so that a drain or ground wire of a shielded cable can be crimped between the first and second sections while a center conductor of the cable is crimped in the ferrule member means of the inner contact member.
SHIELDED WIRE CONNECTORS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Shielded cable is used for many applications in instrumentation, strain gauge, audio, video and data transmission equipment. Many ways have been developed to terminate ends of the shielded cable to electrical connectors. One way is to solder the shield and the center conductor of the shielded cable to insulating-spaced coaxial contact members. Another way is to crimp the shield and center conductor within the coaxial contact members as taught by U.S. Pat. No. 3,295,094.

The drawback of this patent is the large amount of center conductor that has to be stripped so that this conductor can be cramped within an outer end of the center contact member and the large spacing between the crimping of the center contact member and the outer contact member respectively to the outer and inner conductors of the shielded cable. Another drawback of the patent and heretofore teachings is the fact that the end of the shielded cable is terminated to a plug and not to a receptacle.

An object of the present invention is to provide shielded cable electrical connector means of the mateable plug and receptacle variety.

Another object is the provision of shielded cable electrical connector means which has closely spaced crimping areas provided by the center and outer contact members.

A further object is to provide ferrule means on the shielded cable electrical connector means for crimping between sections thereof adapted to be overlapped a ground or drain wire of a shielded cable.

An additional object is the provision of cooperating serration means on the sections to be overlapped to form the part of the ground or drain wire when cramped therebetween into an undulating configuration.

Still a further object is to provide shielded cable electrical connector means having other ferrule means for crimping onto an outer insulation sheath of the shielded cable to provide strain relief.

Other objects and attainments of the present invention will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon a reading of the following detailed description when taken in conjunction with the drawings in which there are shown and described illustrative embodiments of the invention; it is to be understood, however, that these embodiments are not intended to be exhaustive nor limiting of the invention but are given for purposes of illustration and principles thereof and the manner of using them in practice so that they may modify them in various forms, each as may be best suited to the conditions of a particular use.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective and exploded view of mateable shielded cable electrical connector means and stripped ends of shielded cable means.

FIG. 2 is a longitudinal cross-sectional view of the electrical connector means of FIG. 1 in a mated condition but not cramped onto the stripped ends of the shielded cable means.

FIG. 3 is a part perspective view of the crimping areas of either of the plug or receptacle members of the electrical connector means with the stripped end of the shielded cable means in position therein prior to being cramped;

FIG. 4 is a view taken along lines 4—4 of FIG. 3.

FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 3 illustrating a cramped connection;

FIG. 6 is a view taken along lines 6—6 of FIG. 5.

FIG. 7 is a part perspective view of another embodiment;

FIG. 8 is a part perspective view of a further embodiment;

FIG. 9 is a perspective view of an additional embodiment;

FIG. 10 is a cross-sectional view of FIG. 9 in position on a printed circuit board; and

FIG. 11 is a view taken along lines 11—11 of FIG. 10.
breaks down any oxide coating to form an excellent electrical connection and to increase tensile strength of the connection. Wire 9 is moved against section 29 to position it between sections 28 and 29 as illustrated in FIG. 4 so that the wire can be properly crimped therebetween. Acutely-shaped free end 30 snugly engages section 28 when section 29 is bent thereagain.

Ferrule member 27 is U-shaped in cross-section and its legs are bent around sheath 10 to increase the pull out strength of the connection thereby strengthening the connection.

As can be discerned, crimping ferrule members 5, 26 and 27 are coaxially aligned so that the striped center conductor 6, insulation 8 and sheath 10 are respectively positioned at the juncture between sections 28 and 29 whereupon controlled crimping pressure is applied simultaneously to ferrule members 5, 26 and 27 by crimping dies (not shown) thereby effectively crimping these ferrule members to conductor 6, drain wire 9 and sheath 10 to form an excellent electrical and mechanical connection or termination.

The open area on opposite sides of ferrule member 5 and between wings 24 enable ferrule member 5 to be readily crimped.

FIG. 7 is another embodiment and illustrates section 29a of ferrule member 26a having a tab 29b formed therefrom and which is crimped onto wire 9 and against section 29a. In FIGS. 1 – 6, section 29 is the same length as section 28 whereas tab 29b is only about one-third the length of section 28a; neither has serrations, but they can be provided if desired, otherwise, the connector of FIG. 7 is the same as that of FIGS. 1 – 6.

Ferrule member 32 of FIG. 8 is similar in construction as ferrule member 27b and it is controllably crimped on shield braid 33 of cable means 34 instead of onto a drain wire as herebefore described. Otherwise, the connector of FIG. 8 is the same as that of FIGS. 1 – 6.

FIGS. 9 – 11 illustrate receptacle member RMa which comprises a tubular outer conductor 35 having a dielectric insert 36 positioned therein and carrying in a central hole 37 thereof a receptacle 38 which extends outwardly from insert 36 and has a rounded end 39. An aperture 40 is provided in conductor 35 in axial alignment with hole 37 and receptacle 38. Legs 41 extend outwardly from conductor 35 on opposite sides of rounded end 39 and substantially parallel thereto. The free ends of legs 41 are rounded.

Legs 41 and rounded end 39 extend through slots 42 and hole 43 respectively in printed circuit board 44, and they are soldered via flow-soldering techniques to conductive paths 45 and 46 and rounded end 39 of receptacle 38 prevents any wicking of solder onto the inside of receptacle 38 to impede seating of pin 3 of plug member PM therein while contact-engaging members 14 springingly engage conductor 35. Receptacle 38 can be provided with a spring tab 12 in the manner of receptacle 4 to assure good electrical connection with pin 3. Thus, receptacle member RMa provides an excellent connector for connection with a plug member terminated to a shielded cable.

It will, therefore, be appreciated that the aforementioned and other desirable objects have been achieved; however, it should be emphasized that the particular embodiments of the invention, which are shown and described herein are intended as merely illustrative and not as restrictive of the invention. The invention is claimed in accordance with the following:

1. An electrical connecting device for a shielded cable of the type comprising a center conductor, an inner insulating sheath in surrounding relationship to said center conductor, an outer insulating sheath in surrounding relationship to said inner insulating sheath, and metallic shielding comprising a drain wire between said inner and outer insulating sheaths, said connecting device comprising:
   - an outer metallic member, said outer member having a cylindrical contact portion and having a cable attaching portion integral therewith and extending from one end thereof,
   - said cable attaching portion comprising first and second ferrule forming sections, said first ferrule-forming section comprising an arcuate bight and sidewalls extending from said bight, one of said sidewalls extending generally tangentially from said bight, the other one of said sidewalls extending from said bight along an arcuate path towards said one said sidewall, said other sidewall having a longitudinally extending edge which is adjacent to said one sidewall and spaced inwardly from the longitudinal edge of said one sidewall, said second ferrule forming portion being generally U-shaped and being in alignment with said first ferrule forming portion, whereby,
   - upon locating an end portion of said cable in said connecting device with an exposed portion of said center conductor in said inner metallic member, with an exposed portion of said inner insulating sheath between said sidewalls of said first ferrule forming portion and partially surrounded by said other sidewall thereof, and with an exposed portion of said drain wire adjacent the inner and outer surfaces of said one sidewall and said other sidewall respectively, and with an unstripped portion of said cable within said U-shaped second ferrule forming section, and upon crimping said first and second ferrule forming sections onto said cable, said outer metallic member is electrically connected in an electrical connection to said drain wire by said first ferrule forming portion, and said outer metallic member is mechanically connected to said outer insulating sheath with a mechanical connection which is independent of said electrical connection.

2. A connecting device as set forth in claim 1 wherein said first and second sidewalls of said first ferrule forming section have transversely extending serrations therein, the serrations in said first sidewall being axially offset relative to the serrations in said second sidewall whereby, said drain wire is formed into an undulating configuration between said sidewalls upon crimping.

3. A connecting device as set forth in claim 2, said connecting device comprising a plug member, said inner metallic member comprising a contact pin.

4. A connecting device as set forth in claim 2, said connecting device comprising a socket member, said inner metallic member comprising a contact socket.

5. An electrical connecting device on one end of a shielded cable, said cable being of the type comprising a center conductor, an inner insulating sheath in surrounding relationship to said center conductor, an outer insulating sheath in surrounding relationship to said inner insulating sheath, and metallic shielding comprising a drain wire between said inner and outer insulating sheaths, said connecting device comprising:
   - inner and outer metallic members, said outer metallic member comprising a cylindrical contact portion and said inner metallic member comprising a cylindrical contact portion coaxially disposed in said outer metallic member, a cable attaching portion integral with, and extending from, said outer metallic member at one end thereof said cable attaching portion comprising first and second ferrule sections, said first ferrule section being proximate to said outer metallic member and said second ferrule section being remote from said outer metallic member, said one end of said cable being selectively stripped to expose said center conductor at said one end and to expose said drain wire and said inner insulating sheath adjacent to said one end, said inner conductor extending into said inner metallic member, said first ferrule section comprising a bight and said saw, said first ferrule section being cramped to a circular configuration with one of said sidewalls having overlapping
portions which overlap the other one of said sidewalls, said bight and said other sidewall being in constrictive embracing relationship to said inner insulating sheath, said drain wire being crimped between said other sidewall and said overlapping portions of said one sidewall, and said second ferrule section being crimped onto said outer insulating sheath whereby,

said center conductor is electrically connected to said inner metallic member, said drain wire is electrically connected to said outer metallic member, and said outer insulating sheath is mechanically connected to said outer metallic member with a crimped connection which is independent of said drain wire connection to said outer metallic member.
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